WHAT IS DEFI?
Short for decentralized finance, DeFi is an
umbrella term for a variety of applications and
projects in the public blockchain space geared
toward disrupting the traditional finance world.
Inspired by blockchain technology, DeFi is referred
to as financial applications built on blockchain
technologies, typically using smart contracts.

LIQUIDITY POOL
DeFi works based on liquidity pools. A
liquidity pool is a pool that accommodates a
portion of both tokens in a pair for traders
to swap between currencies.
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DeFi Timeline
The DeFi movement has started
as it entered the mainstream
and seen a massive growth in
users.
"

MakerDAO launched on
Ethereum, making it one of the
pioneering projects on the DeFi
space.

The number of DeFi users on
Ethereum has reached over four
million, growing roughly eight times in
a one-year span.
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The term DeFi was first coined
in a Telegram chat between
Ethereum developers and
entrepreneurs.
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Consumers flocked to DeFi and it
saw billions of dollars of total
value locked on different
platforms.

As of January 2022, DeFi
Pulse data revealed that
$92.3 billion of value is
locked in DeFi.

$92.3B

PROBLEMS

Too many platforms needed to use
and understand by average users

Difficult for developers to market
their project

Difficult for users to find the right
projects

Beginners are prone to scams

OUR SOLUTION
Build applications that will help projects to grow and
the average users to get started with DeFi.

Empire NFT
Marketplace

Goosebumps DEX
and Portfolio Tracker

DeFiGram.io

DeFiGram.io
P o w e r e d

b y

E m p i r e

T o k e n

DeFiGram.io
DeFiGram.io is an all-in-one application with the goal
to bring all DeFi users under one umbrella by
providing their needs in one place.
With DeFiGram.io, users can just use one platform for
ü trading, holding and tracking assets,
ü watch charts,
ü search for projects,
ü and even engage with other DeFi users

Target Market

COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT APP
A community app made especially for
. Among the top social and messaging
platforms utilized by DeFi users include
DefiGram combines the functionalities of these three
platforms to create an
community app where projects, users, and
personalities can connect and talk about the latest trends in
DeFi.
COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT APP

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT APP FEATURES
A dedicated page for users containing
their basic information, NFT portfolio,
token portfolio, and user badge section.

A dedicated page for projects where they can
share news and announcements and get their
followers/community to engage with these posts.

A section where users can share statuses and/or
media attachments and charts. Likewise, they
can repost, react, or comment on posts by other
users or projects they’re following.

A venue for projects and
communities to talk and interact with
each other. Project chat rooms will
feature one window containing
useful information about the project.

A page which shows all posts under a hashtag used. For hashtags
related to a certain project, such as #EMPIRE, the project’s important
information will show on the right side of the page.

A section featuring the most talked about
topics and most used hashtags on the
app.

The Empire NFT Marketplace will be
integrated into the app so that users can
trade NFTs within the app.

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT APP

WALLET FEATURES
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Swap & Cross-chain Swap

Switching Networks

A built-in DEX inside the app where users
will be able to trade tokens within the
same chain or from one chain to another.
Users will also be able to buy a project’s
token directly from their chat room.
Purchased tokens are automatically
added to the wallet.

A prompt will show asking to switch
between networks depending on the
chain of the token the user is buying.

WALLET FEATURES
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Direct Purchase of
Stables using Credit Card
Users will be able to buy stables like USDT
directly from the app using their credit
card. The purchased USDT will then be
automatically added to their wallet and
can be swapped to other tokens.
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Staking Platform

Portfolio Tracking

Charts

A section where Empire holders will be
able to stake their Empire to farm other
projects’ tokens.

A built-in portfolio tracker within the app
which allows users to track their assets,
trading activity, and gains/losses—with
alerts system for major price movement.

Users will be able to look up a token and
view its chart directly inside the app.

WALLET FEATURES
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Launchpad

DeFi Project Tracking

DApp Store

Made especially for project developers
which serves as (1) an IDO platform and
(2) Contract migration and bridging.

A feature similar to Coinmarketcap where
users will be able to stay up-to-date with
the trending projects, top gainers/losers,
most viewed, and recently added.

A section made especially for dApps such
as NFT games where users will be able to
download the game and/or be directed to
the project profile (if downloading isn’t
available).

WALLET

Empire Roadmap
§ Goosebumps.finance Full Version
Launch

§ DeFiGram.io Phase 1 of Development
§ Official 3D Empire NFT Collection
§ Empire Limited NFT Collection

§ Marketing Campaigns for DeFiGram.io
Phase 1

§ Strategic NFT Partnerships

§ Alpha Testing of DeFiGram.io Phase 2

§ NFT Licensing

§ Beta Launch of DeFiGram.io Phase 2

§ Bridging to Ethereum

Q2
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§ Strategic NFT Celebrity Partnerships

§ Strategic Partnerships for
Goosebumps.finance

§ Alpha Testing of DeFiGram.io Phase 1

§ Strategic Partnerships for DeFiGram.io

§ Beta Launch of DeFiGram.io Phase 1

§ Marketing Campaigns for DeFiGram.io

§ DeFiGram.io Phase 2 of Development
§ Bridging to Another Network

GOT QUESTIONS?
TALK TO US
www.empiretoken.world
admin@empiretoken.world
t.me/empiretokenworld

